
 

                                

 

 

 

 

UMANG 
Open Mic Event (Dec5, 2023) 

 

On December 5th, JUIT campus witnessed extravaganza of knowledge  exchange, 

sharing of thoughts about gender sensitivity and equity  along with flavours of 

cultural program organised by the Omega Leo Club Waknaghat and Gender 

Champions Club collaborated to present the captivating open mic event, 

"Umang." This event stood as a testament to the diverse talents and artistic 

fervour with dissemination of message about social concerns on respecting 

human irrespective of gender and invokes the spirit of fair treatment with 

sensitivity towards gender equality and thriving within the student community at 

JUIT. 

The core aim of "Umang" was to provide a vibrant platform for JUIT students, 

encouraging them to unfurl their talents and communicate their thoughts through 

various artistic mediums. Under the insightful guidance of esteemed faculty 

coordinators Dr. Hemant Sood, Dr. Nancy Singla, and Mr. Chandra Pal Gautam, the 

event was meticulously planned and seamlessly executed. Team of students from 



Omega Leo Club and Gender Champions created enthusiastic ambience for 

igniting the spirit of the event by transferring their thoughts on gender sensitivity 

,equality and equity  to the audience . 

The evening unfolded with a kaleidoscope of artistic expressions. From soul-

stirring poetry recitations that echoed sentiments to melodious musical 

performances that resonated with emotions, the event encapsulated the essence 

of artistic diversity. Additionally, engaging shayari, enlightening speeches on 

'Gender Sensitization' and 'Ethical Code of Conduct,' and rib-tickling stand-up 

comedy acts added layers of depth and entertainment to the event. The presence 

of Prof. Rajendra Kumar Sharma, the Vice Chancellor of JUIT, added a 

distinguished aura to the occasion. 

Over twenty enthusiastic participants graced the stage, showcasing their talents 

and confidence with sheer dedication. To honor excellence, awards were 

conferred in categories such as singing, shayari, stand-up comedy, and speech 

delivery, recognizing and appreciating the outstanding performances. 

The resonating success of the Umang Open Mic Event left an enduring impression 

on all attendees. Beyond merely showcasing the extraordinary talents of JUIT 

students, it served as a catalyst, inspiring active participation and fostering a 

community that values artistic expression with transcending message about social 

concerns and their solutions. In essence, the Umang Open Mic Event transcended 

its purpose, becoming a vibrant celebration of creativity, talent, and communal 

spirit, leaving an indelible mark on the cultural landscape of JUIT. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


